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1. Introduction

• Modal voicing is a property which is not associated with elongated (temporally distributed) cues in the speech signal, unlike many other features, e.g. aspiration or glottalization.

• If long-distance phonological interactions such as assimilation (“agreement”) or dissimilation generally result from listener-based sound change (Ohala 1992, 1993, 1994), then long-distance agreement in the feature [±voiced] is not expected to occur.

• Voicing agreement (voicing harmony) does exist, though it is quite rare (see Hansson 2001a; Rose & Walker to appear):

(1) Voicing alternations in affixes in Kera (East Chadic; Chad):
   a. Prefix alternation [kɔ]-[ɡa-]  
      kɔ-kámná-w ‘chief (plur.)’  
      ɡa-dájgá-w ‘jug (plur.)’
   b. Suffix alternation [-ka]~[-ga]
      sár-ka ‘black (fem.)’
      dʒər-gá ‘colorful (fem.)’

(2) Three-way laryngeal agreement in Zulu (Bantu; S. Africa):
   -kʰetʰa ‘to choose’
   -guba ‘to dig’
   -peta ‘to dig up’

• Recent work has argued that such long-distance assimilatory phenomena involve agreement at a distance, and have their roots in the psycholinguistic domain of speech planning (Walker 2000, 2001; Rose & Walker 2000, to appear; Hansson 2001a,b).

(3) Some salient characteristics of consonant agreement:
   a. Highly sensitive to (triggered by) similarity of potential trigger-target pair.
   b. Sensitive to proximity of target to trigger.
   c. Displays certain asymmetries robustly attested in speech errors (anticipation vs. perseveration, “palatal bias” effects, etc.).
   d. Very often restricted to morpheme-internal contexts, derivational (as opposed to inflectional) domains.

• Still very unclear how (synchronic) consonant agreement phenomena are “rooted” in the speech planning domain (synchronously and/or diachronically). What does this mean exactly?
• Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins & Garrett 1998, to appear; Blevins to appear a, b, c; Garrett & Blevins to appear): emphasis on diachronic mode of explanation for synchronic sound patterns.

(4) Important questions:
   a. What are the diachronic pathways by which consonant agreement phenomena can and do arise?
   b. Do some or all agreement systems of a particular type arise by “unnatural” mechanisms—i.e. not (listener-based) sound change but analogical processes?
   c. Does a case-by-case examination of the origins of individual systems shed light on the typological properties of those systems?
   d. Can this help sharpen our understanding of consonant agreement and its relation to factors of speech planning?

• This paper address the questions in (4) with respect to one particular subtype of consonant agreement phenomena: [voi] agreement.

(5) Central claims:
   a. Some of the “best” examples of [voi] agreement are likely to be the secondary diachronic result of analogical processes—and thus have little or nothing to do with factors of speech planning (relative similarity, etc.)
   b. The “unnatural” scenario helps explain certain otherwise anomalous aspects of the systems in question.
   c. The small residue of attested cases is very “well-behaved”, showing a range of properties that are characteristic of the vast majority of consonant agreement phenomena.

2. Potentially “unnatural” histories of voicing agreement
• Typology of attested voicing agreement systems suggests that most cases may well have an “unnatural” diachronic origin, arising from analogical processes.

(6) Nearly-exhaustive categories of voicing agreement systems:
   a. The language shows (synchronically and/or diachronically) extensive tone-voicing interdependence—in particular an interaction of L tone and [voiced] obstruents—as well as tone-spreading processes.
   b. The language has agreement in at least one other laryngeal feature as well; distributional evidence may suggest voicing agreement is “modeled after” agreement in other feature.

(7) Potential explanation for (6a) cases:
   Fortuitous identity-at-a-distance in [voi], arising through L-induced voicing (and, potentially, L-spread), is analogically reinterpreted as identity due to agreement.
(8) Potential explanation for (6b) cases:
Independently existing agreement in [spread glottis], [constr. glottis], etc. is *analogically extended* to encompass all laryngeal features (or Laryngeal node as such), hence including [voi].

2.1. Analogical reanalysis of tone-voicing interaction?

- Cross-linguistically, laryngeal features are known to interact strongly with pitch and phonological tone (e.g., Hyman & Schuh 1974; Maddieson 1974, 1976; Hombert 1978; Hombert et al. 1979).
- Modal voicing has f0-lowering effect; phonologically, [voi] often conditions L or prevents H (e.g., Peng 1992; Bradshaw 1999).

2.1.1. Prelude: Tone can govern [voi] values

- Tone-voicing correlation is *bidirectional*: L may induce [voi], just as [voi] may trigger/facilitate L (Maddieson 1974, 1976; Poser 1981; Bradshaw 1999).

(9) Tone and obstruent voicing within Yabem morphemes:

- a. áwé ‘outside’ áwè ‘woman’
  òlì ‘body’ òlì ‘wages’
- b. pìŋ ‘shell’ bìŋ ‘speech’
  tìp ‘all at once’ dib ‘thud’
  pàlìŋ ‘careless’ bàlìŋ ‘far away’

(10) Tone/voicing alternations in verb prefixes (1Sg [ká-]~[gà-], 1PlIncl [tá-]~[dà-]):

- a. ká-tàŋ ‘I weep’ b. gà-dèŋ ‘I move towards’
  tá-tàŋ ‘we weep’ då-dèŋ ‘we move towards’

- Combination of tone spreading and tone-governed voicing gives *appearance* of long-distance [voi] agreement in obstruents (Bradshaw 1979).
- This “agreement” even *appears* to show a similarity restriction: the fricative /s/ does not participate, only the stops:

(11) No “voicing agreement” between stop and fricative:

- a. tá-sà? ‘we hammer’ då-sà? ‘we put on top of’
- b. sè-tàŋ ‘they weep’ sè-dèŋ ‘they move towards’
  sàkìŋ ‘service’ sàgìŋ ‘house partition’

- Apparent similarity restriction results from historical devoicing of *z* across the board, obliterating previous [z]~[s] alternations (Bradshaw 1979; Ross 1993).

---

1 Due to an independently-existing stricture harmony (optional in modern-day Yabem), these two 3Pl forms have the variants [té-tàŋ], [dè-dèŋ]; see Hansson (2001) for discussion.
2.1.2. Voicing agreement and \(-\text{[voi]}\) interaction in Kera

- Only one documented case where voicing agreement results in alternations, i.e. reaches across morpheme boundaries: Kera (East Chadic, Chad; Ebert 1979a; Odden 1994; Walker 2000, 2001; Rose & Walker to appear; Hansson 2001a).
- With extremely few exceptions, voiced and voiceless pulmonic plosives do not cooccur within a word.

(12) Voicing agreement in Kera words (Ebert 1979a):

a. ðègè ‘to tramp’

b. tékè ‘to pluck’

dèbè ‘to flee’

tépè ‘to gather’

dòbòrgó ‘hen’

kùpùrkí ‘billy goat’

(13) Voicing agreement triggers alternations in nominal affixes (Ebert 1979a):

a. /k+sir+kí/ → kísírkí ‘black (masc.)’

/k+dʒir+kí/ → gídʒírgí ‘colourful (masc.)’

/k+dʒár+kâŋ/ → gàdʒàrgàŋ ‘colourful (coll.)’

b. /k+taːtá+wa/ → kàtàtâte ‘cooking pots’

/k+dàjgà+w/ → gàdàjgàw ‘jugs’

/k+dʒàŋjà+w/ → gàdʒàŋjàw ‘footstools’

- Both limitations in (14) could be interpreted as reflecting a similarity restriction (Rose & Walker to appear). However, this is less than ideal:
  
- The apparent failure of fricatives to trigger/undergo \([\text{voi}]\) agreement is clearly a secondary result of the general devoicing of voiced fricatives (almost universal for /z/ > /s/, sporadic for /v/ > /f/). For each individual word, the original \([\text{voi}]\) value can be inferred from the tone pattern. Once original \([\text{voi}]\) values are “restored”, it appears that there are few if any cases of \([\text{voi}]\) disagreement in words mixing plosives with fricatives. In its original form, \([\text{voi}]\) agreement must have targeted plosives and fricatives alike.
  
- Interpreting implosives as consistently dissimilar to pulmonic obstruents creates severe problems with respect to the similarity metric (see section 3 below).
• There is extensive interaction between tone and laryngeal features in Kera, as in many other Chadic languages (Ebert 1979a,b; Wolff 1987; Pearce 1998/99), specifically between L and [voi].

(15) Kera verbs: tone predictable based on consonants (Pearce 1998/99)

a. C1 = [voi] obstruent; tonal melody = LL or LH
   /gùn-m/  gùn-ùm  ‘awaken you (masc.)’
   /zàlđ-m/  zàlđ-ùm  ‘hit you (masc.)’
   /gùn-ù/  gùn-ù  ‘awaken him’
   /zàlđ-ù/  zàlđ-ù  ‘hit him’

b. C1 = other; tonal melody = MM or HH
   /mirk-m/  mirk-îm  ‘greet you (masc.)’
   /mirk-û/  mirk-û  ‘greet him’

• L induced by [voi] is involved the following processes:
  o L blocks leftward spread of H from high-toned suffix;
  o L spreads to toneless affix vowel (often epenthetic, but not always);
  o L spreads to high-toned suffix (under certain conditions), delinking the H.

(16) Tone patterns associated with affixal voicing alternations (nominal /k-/):
   /k-tàtá-w/  →  kà-tàtá-w  ‘cooking pots’
   /k-dàjgá-w/  →  gò-dàjgá-w  ‘jugs’
   /k-dàmràm-w/  →  gò-dàmràm-w  ‘footstools’

• Phonation-determined tone on σ1 of root spreads to (epenthetic) affix vowel; [voi] assimilation is therefore taking place across an L-toned vowel.

• Apparent distributional generalization: obstruents which agree in [voi] are always separated by a L-toned vowel!

• Suggestive evidence that an intervening L is a necessary condition for [voi] agreement:

(17) Intervening H appears to block [voi] agreement between root and prefix:
   /k-àgàj/  →  kògàj  ‘hoes’  (Pearce 1998/99: 51)
   (not  **gògàj)

2.1.3. Voicing agreement and tone in Ngizim

• Voicing agreement, by regressive assimilation in [voi] between pulmonic obstruents, is also attested in Ngizim (West Chadic, Nigeria; Schuh 1978, 1997).

• Historically, */T…D/ > /D…D/; fricatives as well as plosives are triggers and undergoers of agreement.

• Agreement is strictly morpheme-internal, no alternations result. Several exceptions exist due to borrowing. As in Kera, *implosives* fail to trigger [voi] agreement:
Voicing agreement in Ngizim (Schuh 1997)

a.  gàázá ‘chicken’ < *k…z (cf. Hausa /kàazáa/)
dábà ‘woven tray’ < *t…b (cf. Hausa /tàafii/ ‘palm’)
zàdù ‘six’ < *s…d (cf. Hausa /fìdò/)

b.  kì dú ‘eat (meat)’ (not > **gì dú)
fàdú ‘four’ (not > **và dú) [Schuh (1978:260)]
pòdòk ‘morning’ (not > **bòdòk)

c.  tà:bà ‘tobacco’ (from Hausa /tà:bà/)
kàrgùn ‘medicine’ (from Kanuri /kàrgùn/)

• Little evidence to suggest that [voi] agreement in Ngizim is a synchronically active restriction, though it clearly was at some earlier stage.
• No obvious (synchronic) connection between tone patterns and the [voi] assimilation.
• Clear evidence of interdependence of [voi] and L tone in Ngizim, both in the diachronic development of tone and in synchronic tonal processes (Schuh 1971; Wolff 1987; Bradshaw 1999):
  o In L-H-H sequences, an intervening [voi] pulmonic obstruent triggers rightward L-spread (resulting in L-L-H);
  o In H-L-H sequences, an intervening [voi] pulmonic obstruent blocks rightward H-spread (which would otherwise result in H-H-H).
• Given the pervasive interaction between L and [voi] in Ngizim phonology (synchronic and diachronic)—and given that implosives pattern alike in tonal processes and in [voi] agreement—it is at least a plausible conjecture that tone was implicated in the development of Ngizim [voi] agreement.

2.2. Analogical extension of other laryngeal harmony?

• In a small number of cases, obstruent [voi] agreement coexists with agreement in either [spr.gl.] or [constr.gl.]; the result is a three-way agreement system.
• Evidence suggests that in these systems, agreement in [voi] has a secondary status and is likely the result of analogical extension/expansion of a previous two-way system to a three-way system.
• A shared property is the limitation of the laryngeal harmony (including [voi] agreement) to plosives, excluding fricatives.

2.2.1. Voicing and aspiration agreement in Zulu/Ndebele

• A general morpheme-internal laryngeal harmony among (non-click) stops occurs in Zulu and Ndebele (Bantu, South Africa/Zimbabwe; Khumalo 1987; Hyman 1999; Hansson 2001a).
• Other things being equal, roots contain only T…T, T\textsuperscript{h}…T\textsuperscript{h} or D…D, never disharmonic combinations like *T…T\textsuperscript{h} or *T\textsuperscript{h}…D
(19) Harmonic roots in Zulu (Khumalo 1987):
   a. -kʰetʰa ‘to choose’
      -pʰatʰa ‘to hold’
   b. -guba ‘to dig’
   c. -peta ‘to dig up’
      -tapa ‘to collect [honey, etc.]’

(20) Agreement plays active role in Zulu loanword adaptation (Khumalo 1987):
   a. í-kʰotʰo ‘court’ (from English court, /kʰɔt/)  
   b. úm-bídi ‘conductor’ (from English beat, /bɪt/)

   • Ndebele has same laryngeal harmony as Zulu. In both languages, aspiration harmony is overridden by a general restriction which limits [kʰ] to root-initial position (Khumalo 1987; Hyman 1999; see Hansson 2001a for discussion):

(21) Ndebele: Aspiration harmony blocked by ban on medial [kʰ] (data from CBOLD):
   -pʰeka ‘cook, brew’ (not *-pʰekʰa)
   -pʰika ‘argue, deny’ (not *-pʰikʰa)
   -tʰuka ‘cook, brew’ (not *-tʰukʰa)
   -tʰikaza ‘be disturbed’ (not *-tʰikʰaza)

   • Aspiration harmony between *homorganic* stops in turn overrides the prohibition against non-initial [kʰ] (Hyman 1999; Hansson 2001a).

(22) Ndebele: Aspiration harmony on *homorganic* Cs trumps ban on medial [kʰ]:
   -kʰokʰa ‘pull, draw out’
   -kʰukʰula ‘sweep away’

   • Voicing harmony behaves in the very same way with respect to word-medial velars:
      o If trigger is a *heterorganic* stop (labial, coronal), then harmony is thwarted, resulting in medial [kʰ] (23a);
      o If trigger is a *homorganic* stop (velar), then harmony is enforced resulting in medial [g] (23b).

(23) Ndebele: Voicing harmony and medial [g] vs. [kʰ] (data from CBOLD):
   a. -dakwa ‘be drunk’ (not *-dagwa)
      -dikisa ‘palpitate, twitch’ (not *-digisa)
   b. -guga ‘wear out’

   • Problem: There is no prohibition against non-initial [g] to account for (23a)!

---

2 Strictly speaking, /kʰ/ does not need to be in absolute root-initial position, as long as it is the first consonant in the root (e.g., Ndebele /-akʰa/ ‘build’, /-okʰa/ ‘roast’).
Ndebele: Non-root-initial [g] occurs freely in non-harmony contexts:
- *fuɡa* ‘push a cart’
- *laɡisa* ‘send cattle to grazing place’
- *huɡa* ‘allure, entice’

- Patterning of voicing agreement with respect to targetting of velars (and role of trigger-target homorganicity) seems to be *modelled after* the patterning of aspiration agreement. The latter is motivated by independent phonotactic factors.
- This suggests that [voi] agreement is of *secondary* origin in Zulu/Ndebele, most likely due to the (analogical) generalization of aspiration harmony to an all-encompassing laryngeal harmony, subsuming [voi] as well.
- Further issue: Much is unclear about the diachronic origin of the [voi] stop series as such in Zulu/Ndebele; it appears to be the result of various secondary developments.

2.2.2. Voicing and ejection agreement in Chaha

- Root-internal laryngeal harmony among stops occurs in Chaha, a Gurage dialect (Semitic, Ethiopia; Leslau 1971; Banksira 2000; Rose & Walker 2000, to appear). The features involved are [voi] and [constr.gl.], separating plain voiceless, voiced, and ejective stops.
- Agreement is most consistently enforced between stops which are adjacent within the consonantal root (e.g. /tʰiɡ’ir/ ‘hide!’) but is also highly significant between non-root-adjacent consonants (e.g. /tʰiβɔk’/ ‘be tight!’; Rose & Walker to appear).
- Note: Due to the usual Semitic OCP-Place restrictions on root consonants, nearly all relevant stop combinations are *heterorganic*.

(25) Harmonic roots in Chaha (cited from Rose & Walker to appear)

a. *k’iɡ’ir* ‘kill!’
    *nɪt’ɪɡ’* ‘snatch!’

b. *ɡiɡ’iɡ’* ‘put to sleep!’
    *ɔd(ɪ)ɡ* ‘make fall!’

c. *kɪf* ‘hash [meat]!’
    *tɪks* ‘set on fire!’

- Comparison with related languages shows evidence of regressive assimilation between ejectives and voiced stops:

(26) Comparative evidence for regressive laryngeal harmony (Rose & Walker 2000)

a. *Chaha*   *Amharic*
    *t’iɡ’ɔk’*   *dɪk’ɔk’* ‘be crushed/grounded!’
    *wɪt’ɔk’*   *wɪdɔk’* ‘snatch!’

b. *ɡiɡ*   *k’iɡ* ‘draw liquid!’
    *mɪdəd*   *mɪt’ad* ‘griddle!’
• Interaction between [voi] and [constr.gl.] stops might be seen as a restriction against the cooccurrence of stops with conflicting (privative) laryngeal features; such effects are attested elsewhere (MacEachern 1999; Hansson 2001a):
  o ‘Peruvian’ Aymara: [constr.gl.] stops and [spr.gl.] stops cannot cooccur (*K’…T’h, *T’…K’h, *K’h…T’, etc.), though each may freely cooccur with plain voiceless stops which lack laryngeal specifications (i.e. K’…T, T’h…K, etc.).
  o Old Georgian: [constr.gl.] stops and (phonetically) [spr.gl.] stops cannot cooccur, though each may freely cooccur with stops from the plain voiced series.

• Comparison with related languages has yet to reveal any active implementation of agreement through assimilation in voiced/plain combinations (D…K, K…D, etc.) or ejective/plain combinations (T’…K, K…T’, etc.). Nevertheless, such combinations are virtually nonexistent in the Chaha lexicon.

• In the case of such “pure” agreement in either [constr.gl.] or [voi] alone, Rose & Walker (to appear) find in their database of 855 verb roots:
  o a single exception to pure [constr.gl.] agreement (K’…T, T’…K, etc.);
  o numerous exceptions to pure [voi] agreement (G…T, D…K, etc.), which thus seems to be less strictly enforced.

3. Inertness of implosives and the similarity metric

• Recall that in the Chadic languages examined in §2.1, implosive are consistently inert, failing to trigger [voi] agreement, unlike pulmonic voiced obstruents (stops and fricatives).

(27) Implosives as non-triggers of [voi] assimilation in Kera (a) and Ngizim (b):

  a. bókáj [no gloss]
     dúpí ‘to scoop (pl.)’
     kéké ‘to add on’
     t̰jérđé ‘to press’
  b. kíːdů ‘eat (meat)’
     f̰dů ‘four’
     p̰d̰k ‘morning’

• The analysis of [voi] assimilation as similarity-driven agreement (Rose & Walker 2000, to appear; Walker 2000, 2001; Hansson 2001a) must interpret the lack of agreement in (27) as a similarity effect: the similarity between implosives and (voiceless) pulmonic obstruents is below the threshold at which agreement is required.

• Segment-to-segment similarity is best calculated in terms of the distinct natural classes arising from the segment inventory in question, and the degree of overlap in the natural classes the two segments belong to (Frisch 1996; Frisch et al. 2004; see Pierrehumbert 1993 for a predecessor of the natural-class similarity metric):
Similarity metric based on distinct natural classes (Frisch et al. 2004)

\[
\text{Similarity} = \frac{\text{Shared natural classes}}{\text{Shared natural classes} + \text{Non-shared natural classes}}
\]

- The metric in (28), as well as any metric based on simple feature-counting, makes the wrong prediction for the behaviour of implosives in Kera and Ngizim (Hansson 2001a).

- In both languages, [voi] agreement involves all pairs of pulmonic obstruents, regardless of differences in place of articulation and/or manner (once we have factored out the secondary sporadic devoicing of many Kera fricatives). A pulmonic-implosive pair is not subject to [voi] agreement, even if the segments are identical in all other features.

- Consequently, if [voi] agreement is triggered by a high degree of similarity, we must assume that pairs like /t…v/ or /f…d/ are being counted as “more similar” than /t…d/ or /f…p/! This is incompatible with any reasonable similarity metric.

Similarity values for /t…v/ vs. /t…d/ given Ngizim segment inventory:

a. /t…v/: $7/(7+57) = 0.11$ (harmony triggered; ∴ above threshold)

b. /t…d/: $21/(21+24) = 0.47$ (harmony not triggered; ∴ below threshold!)

- From a synchronic and diachronic perspective, attempting to explain the inert behaviour of implosives in terms of relative similarity is highly problematic.

- If [voi] agreement in Kera and Ngizim is instead due to reanalysis of tone-voicing interaction effects, the inertness of implosives is entirely as expected!

Kera verb tones: Implosives do not pattern with [voi] obstruents (Ebert 1979a):

a. /baŋ-é/ biŋ-i ‘to open’
   /gun-é/ gün-ì ‘to wake [s.o.]’
   /zel-é/ zèl-è ‘to boil’
   /var-é/ vèr-è ‘to choose’

b. /kal-é/ kèl-è ‘to enter’
   /taŋ-é/ tåŋ-ké ‘to let’
   /pat-é/ pèt-é ‘to displume’
   /fel-é/ fèl-è ‘to find’

c. /ɗag-é/ ɗɪg-ì ‘to think’
   /baŋ-é/ bèl-è ‘to nail’
   /dok-é/ dòk-è ‘to manage’ [Pearce (1998/99: 68)]

d. /maŋ-é/ mèl-è ‘to lay’
   /num-é/ nú:m-ì ‘to groan’
Kera noun tones: Implosives pattern with voiceless obstruents (Pearce 1998/99):

   
   *làɡà*  ‘type of knife’
   *mòːmò*  ‘grandfather’
   *mèsèw*  ‘adultery’
   *wàːlè*  ‘joy’

b. C1 = [voi] pulmonic obstruent; tone pattern L-L or L-H
   
   *bòːɡär*  ‘antelope’
   *bòːbè*  ‘cold season’
   *dàːrɔ*  ‘friend’
   *ɡùdùl*  ‘song’
   *ɡènè*  ‘men in bush’
   *bòːmè*  ‘game’
   *zòbùl*  ‘soap’

c. C1 = voiceless (pulmonic) obstruent; tone pattern M-M, M-H, H-M or H-H
   
   *kèlèw*  ‘horn’
   *tɔrnɔ*  ‘daughter’
   *tàttà*  ‘large jug’
   *kùntí*  ‘flour’
   *tɔpɔj*  ‘thunder’
   *kùrkí*  ‘bull’
   *pɔŋjaj*  ‘mountain’

d. C1 = implosive; tone pattern M-M, M-H, H-M or H-H (same as (c))
   
   *bɔːrɔ*  ‘bow and arrows’
   *bɔːrɔw*  ‘type of bird’
   *dàrkà*  ‘ant hill’

• In the literature on tonogenesis and tone-consonant interaction, it is well known that implosives have a tendency to *raise* tone—or at any rate lack the tendency of voiced pulmonics to *lower* tone (Greenberg 1970; Hombert 1978; Hombert et al. 1979; Bradshaw 1999).

• If implosives are not correlated with L tone, and [voi] agreement result from a reinterpretation of L-induced voicing effects, then we expect implosives not to trigger [voi] agreement.

• Relative similarity of implosives vis-à-vis other obstruents to potential target segments is simply irrelevant.

4. The residue: “natural” voicing agreement?

• A very small residue of [voi] agreement cases remain which cannot be “explained away” as due to reanalyzed tone-voicing interaction or analogical extension of agreement in other laryngeal features.

• These show important characteristics, also typical of many other “rare” types of consonant harmony:
o extremely sensitive to similarity, applying only to consonants which are identical in all other features (place, manner, etc.)—implementation of [voi] agreement results in complete segmental identity;
o strictly root-internal cooccurrence restrictions;

(32) Voicing agreement among homorganic oral stops in Ngbaka (Thomas 1963):
   a. tita ‘grandparent’
      pepu ‘vent’
   b. babá ‘companion’
   c. duka ‘shoulder’
      kebe ‘fast’
      gapa ‘to divide’

• Voicing agreement forms part of a bigger system; not only are homorganic T…D/D…T sequences prohibited, but so are homorganic ND…D/D…ND and N…ND/ND…N sequences.

(33) “Prenasalization agreement” among homorganic voiced stops in Ngbaka:
   a. babá ‘companion’
   b. mbé:mbé ‘snail’
   c. bá:qá ‘jaw’

(34) “Nasal agreement” between homorganic nasals and prenasals in Ngbaka:
   a. ná:né ‘today’
   b. mbé:mbé ‘snail’
      mbénmbénb ‘caterpillar species’
   c. má:nqá ‘net’
   d. boma ‘how’

• On a similarity scale T – D – ND – D, homorganic combinations drawn from adjacent categories on the scale do not mix. If a pair of consonants differs in place and/or nasality, [voi] agreement is not enforced; similarly, if a pair of consonants differs in place and/or voicing, [nas] agreement is not enforced.

• A second potential example of [voi] agreement that remains is Hausa (West Chadic, Nigeria; Parsons 1970; MacEachern 1999; Newman 2000; Hansson 2001a). Ejectives and implosives may not cooccur within Hausa roots, which might be construed as [voi] agreement among segments which share [constr.gl.]. This forms part of a larger generalization on laryngeal cooccurrence: in Hausa, two cooccurring [constr.gl.] segments must in fact be identical in all features (including [voi], as well as place).
5. Conclusions

- “Voicing agreement” appears to be a heterogeneous category of phenomena from a diachronic-evolutionary perspective.
- At least some cases have “unnatural” histories involving analogical restructuring and/or analogical extension.
- Voicing agreement in Chadic (Kera, Ngizim) is likely an indirect result of extensive interaction and interdependence between tone and the laryngeal features of obstruents, in particular between Low and [voi]. This explains the otherwise-anomalous behaviour of implosives in Chadic voicing agreement systems.
- Voicing agreement in Southern Bantu (Zulu, Ndebele) is likely secondary, due to a generalization of agreement from [spr.gl.] to all laryngeal features. This would help explain why [voi] agreement fails to give rise to root-internal [g] even though that segment is allowed in that position. A similar analogical extension may have played a part in the development of laryngeal agreement in Ethio-Semitic (Chaha).
- The small residue of cases shows characteristics that are highly reminiscent of morpheme-internal cooccurrence restrictions such as OCP-Place (see Frisch et al. 2004 and references cited there).
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